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Abstract— This paper describes how the use of a specific
signal processing method can help to estimate and under-
stand the Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) generation
of a switched mode power supply. This method allows to
estimate, from EMI measurements, the different transfer
functions between each source of disturbance and the dis-
turbances themselves. Thus, the EMI signals is decomposed
and combined with independent source of disturbances. This
method is based on the redefinition of the voltage source
inverter switching states, and on the Wiener filtering theory.
This new tool for fast EMI estimation and prediction is fist
described, and its performance is illustrated on simulated
and measured data.

I. INTRODUCTION

It has been well recognized that switching phenomena

in power electronics converters are at the origin of EMI

generation. The reduction of this emission to meet the in-

ternational standards necessitates better understanding of

EMI generation and propagation process. Several authors

have tried to investigate this aspect, using various exper-

iments and/or simulations in time or frequency domain:

• simulation of whole circuit with many simplifications

in parasitic calculation [1], [2], [3],

• estimation of simplified schema consisted of only the

most important components [7], [9].

In previous papers in order to forecast perturbation,

authors used only one transfer function between switch

and the line impedance stabilization network (LISN)

voltage [7], [10]. In authors opinion, such a simplification

is too strong and in some cases could lead to incorrect

results. In this paper the new technique of fast EMI

reconstruction and prediction, that allows fast and more

accurate estimation of the EMI emission for a power elec-

tronic application is presented. Starting from digital signal

processing basis, we aim to determine the contribution to

perturbations level from switch turn on and turn off. This

digital signal processing method is based on powerful

Wiener filtering approach [4], that links the source of

disturbances and noise measured on LISN.

In this way, EMI behavior of power electronic inverter

in the range of conducted perturbation frequency (defined

from 10kHz to 30MHz) is represented by the system,

which contains transfer functions between semiconductor

devices and perturbations. This allows to quantify the

electromagnetic disturbance of each independent switch

(eg. MOSFET, IGBT, diode), to estimate the propagation

path of this disturbance at each time, moreover find the

contribution of the disturbance source on the global EMI

generation and propagation.

II. SPECIFYING INVERTER STATES

The perturbation from power electronic converters are

generated during semiconductors turn on or turn off.

The fast rated change of voltage on one of circuit el-

ements is the reason for perturbation that appears and

can be registered on the LISN. Standardized LISN is

typically used for perturbation measurements generated in

power electronic applications. The level and waveforms

of perturbations depend not only on voltage (dv/dt) and

current (di/dt) rise or fall time, but also propagation

path has influence on it. Parasitics of all components

can not be neglected, including parasitic capacitances and

inductances of semiconductors and passive components,

inductance of connection and conducting tracks and also

capacitances to the ground.

In this method, the following assumptions have been

adopted:

• perturbation is the result of commutation of only

one switch, but level and waveform of perturbations

strongly depends on state of residual semiconductors,

• transistors in parallel branches cannot be switch in

exactly the same time instant, what is quite typical

in modern power electronic applications.

The perturbation paths can be different owing to various

parasitics which take part in propagation. The waveform

during commutation of first transistor, when neighboring

switch is open, is not the same with closed one because

values of parasitic capacitances and propagation paths are

different. The states of all semiconductor devices have in-

fluence on perturbation level. So, it can be concluded that

the level of perturbation generated during commutation of

one switch is strongly depended on states of all inverter

switches.

Therefore, the transfer function between source of

perturbation and perturbation registered on the LISN is



depended on all circuit parameters and state of inverter.

It can be also noticed that values of all components are

time invariant during typical inverter operation, but only

inverter state is changing.

Fig. 1. Voltages used to inverter state definition.

Conventionally , the eight states of three phase bridge

inverter can be defined in accordance with voltage space

vector which is produced on the output of converter.

However, this approach is not useful for EMI analyzes,

because it is impossible to find which semiconductor

device is a source of disturbances. In this paper, we

defined a new method of states determination based on

voltages between one of busbar DC+ or DC- and output

midpoints of three parallel inverter legs (fig.1). These

voltages can be easily obtained by computer simulations

and they are available for measurement in a large majority

of real applications. The proposed approach allows to

define 12 states and to determinate 12 transfer function

linking voltages across the switches and the 50Ω LISN

resistor, in order to forecast perturbation waveforms.

When commutation happens in first leg (transistor or

diode is turn on or turn off), the other semiconductor

devices are on (low voltage) or off (high voltage). Re-

garding only U2 and U3 level, four different inverter state

can be defined for one switch commutation dU1/dt 6= 0
(table I). These states are different because propagation

paths are different resulting from inside capacitances of

semiconductors changes.

TABLE I

CONVERTER STATES DEFINITION FOR U1 CHANGE.

state U1 U2 U3

1 change high high

2 −− high low

3 −− low high

4 −− low low

Analogously, next states are defined for commutations

in remaining legs, when U2 and U3 are changing (table

II).To conclude, for accurate forecasting of EMI pertur-

bations generated in hard switching inverter, the 12 states

should be distinguished for different propagation paths.

Moreover,perturbations spread in a different way, when

the switch is turn on or turn off. It provides that total

TABLE II

CONVERTER STATES DEFINITION FOR U2 AND U3 CHANGE.

state U1 U2 U3

5 high change high

6 high −− low

7 low −− high

8 high −− low

9 high high change

10 high low −

11 low high −

12 high low −

number of states should be doubled, finally leading to the

24 states. This method can be used to reconstruct inverter

perturbation waveforms, for all kind of modulation. There

is no need to check, which semiconductor - transistor or

diode - actually conduct the current in chosen inverter leg.

Furthermore, dead time phenomena is taken into account.

III. WIENER FILTER IN EMI ESTIMATION

The general method of Wiener filtering [8] applied to

EMI estimation is described in Fig. 2. The aim is better
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Fig. 2. Wiener filtering applied to EMI estimation

achieve two objects: to estimate on the one hand the

system H , and on the other hand the disturbance pv by

measuring only two signals

• the source of disturbances v (which is one of the

voltages U1, U2 or U3 defined in Fig. 1),

• the total disturbance p, measured on the LISN.

The main assumptions of Wiener filtering theory are as

follows:

• the unknown system H is linear and time-invariant,

which means that it can be completely described by

its frequency response or its impulse response,

• the noise due to other sources of disturbance po is

additive and not correlated with measured signals p
and v.

Thanks to the previous model and assumptions, all signals

can be easily expressed in the frequency domain. Indeed,

the Fourier transform of the disturbance pv , noted Pv(jω),
is expressed as:

Pv(jω) = H(jω)V (jω), (1)



where V (jω) is the Fourier transform of v and H(jω) is

the frequency response of H .

The estimation error Er(jω) is defined as the difference

between the measured disturbance P (jω) and the recon-

structed one Pv(jω):

Er(jω) = P (jω) − Pv(jω)

= P (jω) − H(jω)V (jω) (2)

The mean square error between measured and recon-

structed disturbances can now be defined in the frequency

domain as:

E[|Er(jω)|2] = E[(P (jω) − H(jω)V (jω))
∗

(P (jω) − H(jω)V (jω))], (3)

where E[·] denotes the expectation operator and ∗ the

complex conjugate.

The aim is to find the optimal value of the frequency re-

sponse which minimizes this error. Therefore, the deriva-

tive of Eq. (3) is calculated with respect to H(jω) by

using complex derivative rools, which leads to [8]:

∂E[|Er(jω)|2]

∂H(jω)
= 2H(jω)Svv(jω) − 2Svp(jω), (4)

where Svv(jω) = E[|V (jω)|2] is the power spectrum of

v, and Svp(jω) = E[P (jω)V ∗(jω)] is the cross spectrum

between v and p.

The optimal value Ho(jω), for which this derivative is

zero, is the frequency response of the optimal or Wiener

filter. Its expression in the frequency domain is given by:

Ho(jω) =
Svp(jω)

Svv(jω)
(5)

The same study can also be carried out in the time domain

[8]. In this case, the impulse response of the Wiener filter

is obtained as a function of the autocorrelation function

of v and the crosscorrelation function between v and p.

These results show that the optimal filter only depends

on quantities that can be estimated from measured signals

v and p: their auto- and cross- spectra or correlation

functions. Once this filter is estimated, it can easily

be applied to v in order to best estimate the unknown

signal pv. In this application, pv represents the EMI only

generated by the source v, i.e. denoised from the EMI

po which is generated by the other components of the

inverter.

In order to forecast EMI disturbances in the particular

DC/AC hard switching converter using Wiener filtering

method, the 24 transfer functions should be calculated

(see Fig. 3) for turn on and turn off for each of 12 inverter

states (see Tables I and II).

The signal recorded on LISN is decomposed on blocks.

One block contains samples from time period between

two neighboring commutations. In order to apply Wiener

filtering, each block is linked with one of 24 systems,

depending on inverter state and direction of commutation.

For each system, the voltages across the one switch (from

leg where commutation occurs) and LISN are used to

calculate transfer function.

Fig. 3. Wiener filters and the inverter

IV. VALIDATION OF WIENER FILTER METHOD

In order to validate the Wiener filter EMI estimation for

hard switching inverter, data from accurate simulation has

been used. The simulations have been performed with the

aid of circuit simulator Saber R©. The simulated scheme

contains all circuit component models and connections

including parasitic inductances and capacitances, using

the same approach as in previous work for DC/DC

boost converter [2]. The inverter simulations have been

preformed in the time domain and then EMI spectra were

calculated from the signal picked up by the LISN using

fast Fourier transformation. The switches and the LISN

voltage waveforms have shapes reflecting real application.

These signals are sufficient to evaluate correct operation

of Wiener filter and its proper operation using measured

data from real hard switching inverter.
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Fig. 4. The semiconductors and LISN voltage waveforms

In order to apply the Wiener filtering method, the new

software has been built in Matlab R© environment. The

input signals are the inverter switch voltages U1, U2 and

U3 (figure 1), which are used first to detect inverter state

and then to calculate perturbation. The total reconstructed



signal is composition of signals achieved from all of

24 systems. The result of disturbances reconstruction is

presented on figure 4.

It can be noticed that signals obtained by Wiener fil-

tering are almost the same like the real ones. In this case,

the normalized estimation error is 3.5 %. The inaccuracy

can be explained by perturbations not correlated with the

input voltages, interfered from another sources like load,

transistors drivers or control system. Moreover in many

digital signal processing algorithms, not sufficient number

of samples can be a problem. As the DC/AC converter

can stay in some states for a short time results in a low

number of samples for these periods. In this case Saber R©
simulations have been effected with variable calculating

step, producing non-regular number of samples per esti-

mation period. Furthermore, using data from measurement

as input signals, suitable number of samples should be

assured in measurement equipment. Inappropriate Wiener

filtering results can be observed on spectra, specially in

high frequencies range.
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Fig. 5. The LISN voltage spectra a) simulation b) estimation

Comparative evaluation of the EMI simulation and

estimation by Wiener filtering in the frequency domain

is shown in figure 5. In high frequencies range, above

20 MHz, is indicated approximate estimation error of

2%. In this case reconstruction of perturbations is quite

precise, excepting this number samples discrepancy. In

comparison with ”typical” simulations, which need lots of

computing time, powerful simulators and fast computers,

Wiener filtering method is more effective as can be

realized in a short time.

The identification of source disturbances can be ob-

tained directly with this method: each part of perturbation

waveform can be linked with the corresponding inverter
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Fig. 6. The perturbations source identification

switch commutation voltage (fig. 6). It allows to sep-

arate perturbation generated by each particular switch.

This knowledge is useful for optimization of geometrical

layout and reductions of EMI emissions.

The main circuit property that the level of perturbations

depends on inverter state, we try to prove in figure 7.

Considering transfer functions of Wiener filter, of only

one switch (U1), they are different for 4 inverter states

(table I). The shape of transfer function depends on prop-

agation path and participation of all parasitics components

which take part in perturbations propagation. In spite of

similar envelopes, the waveforms are completely different.

In figure 7 we have also shown the different resonance fre-

quencies which induce amplification of electromagnetic

perturbations in some particular frequency bands.

Accurate EMI analysis for hard switching inverters

should include all semiconductor states. However some-

times, the number of states can be smaller than proposed

in this paper, because of existing symmetry in real power

electronic applications.

Once the set of the transfer functions is known, it is

possible to shape a source waveforms (voltages or current

of semiconductors), that influence the perturbations shape

and level.

To verify results obtained with simulation data in the

above section, the conducted EMI of hard switching

inverter has been measured. The perturbations recon-

struction and source identification have been done using

data from measurement. The hard switching inverter was

supplied from traction battery 120V through the LISN.

The induction machine was used for a load. The measure-

ment was realized with 4 channel oscilloscope Textronix

TDS5034B with high voltage differential probes.
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for PWM modulation b) zoom
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b) Wiener filter estimation

The waveforms have been registered with sampling

frequency 50 MHz. The EMI generation for two kinds

of modulation was carried out by:

• PWM - pulse width modulation

• PDM - pulse density modulation (sigma - delta)

The reconstruction of perturbations, generated by hard

switching inverter with PWM modulation, using Wiener

filtering works correctly, what is shown on figures 8

and 9, where waveform and spectra of the measured

LISN voltage is compared with the calculated one. The

approximate estimation error is 3.3%. It should be noticed

that in real applications not all inverter states occur, but

it does not influence on reconstruction accuracy.

The results of Wiener filtering of signals from inverter

with PDM modulation are depicted in figure 11. The

reconstruction accuracy is also very high. The approxi-

mate estimation error does not exceed 3.7% in the whole

emitted perturbation range (fig. 10). For PDM modula-

tion, errors in transfer function calculation are slightly

increased because of different number of samples for

irregular inverter states.
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V. CONCLUSION

This paper give a little step to better understanding

of conducted EMI generation phenomena. A modeling

with the digital signal processing approach has been

described. Wiener filtering method allows to estimate

with high sufficient accuracy EMI conducted emission in

power electronics converters. Moreover, for perturbations

estimation in hard switching inverter it is necessary to

use several filters, because the level and waveform of

perturbations strongly depend on system state. In this

paper, method based on the 24 distinguished states is

presented, that allows to reconstruct voltage registered on

the LISN.

The analysis confirm that propagation path and con-

tribution of inverter components are different for dif-

ferent state of inverter. Identification of commutation

disturbances allows to link voltages across switches with

perturbations. It is then possible to derive transfer function

(impulse response in time domain) determine a relation-

ship between the cause and effect of disturbances, that

allows better understanding of EMI behavior of DC/AC

hard switching inverter. Moreover, this technique can be

useful for predicting EMI with different command laws,

without any real implantation or time consuming simula-

tion. Furthermore, this method could be used in EMC

filter design, investigation of influence of modulation

strategy on EMI level or development of new inverters

topologies and models .
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